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Abstract. The protection of operating systems from the current cyber
threats has paramount importance. This importance is reflected by the
functional dependency of any known or unknown cyber-attack upon the
machines operating system. In order to design an anomaly detection sys-
tem to protect an operating system from unknown attacks, acquiring
comprehensive information related to running activities is the first cru-
cial step. System call identifiers are one of the most reflective logs related
to running activities in an operating system. Number of system call iden-
tifiers based host anomaly detection systems have been presented from
the last two decades by using logs as raw system call identifiers. How-
ever, due to the stealth and penetration power of the unknown attacks,
there is a need of acquiring and investigating more possible logs from
machines operating system for the reliable protection. In this paper,
firstly we apply the sine and Fourier transformation to the short sequence
of system call identifiers, in order to model the frequency domain fea-
ture vector of any running activity at the cloud server. Second, different
machine learning algorithms are trained and tested as anomaly detection
engine using frequency domain transformed feature vectors of the short
sequence of system call identifiers. The proposed work is evaluated using
recently released intrusion detection systems data-set i.e., NGIDS-DS
alongside two other old data-sets for comparative purposes. The exper-
imental results indicate that the frequency domain feature vectors of
short sequence of system call identifiers have comparatively superior per-
formance than raw short sequence of system call identifiers, in detecting
anomalies and building normal profile.
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1 Introduction

Although firewall technology [1] and access control mechanisms [2,3] can pro-
vide strong cybersecurity protection, the wide spread of advanced hacking tools
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plus the daunting number of combinations of vulnerable points from software,
operating systems and networking protocols has rendered it impossible to pre-
vent all cyberattacks, in particular zero-day attacks [4,5,5,6]. Today hacking
groups which may be sponsored by the governments or individuals can design
and launch the type of cyber-attacks which are capable of penetration through
network defense zone [7–12]. Such type of attacks are only visible at machines
operating system while performing the malicious tasks. The global cyber threats
reports alarming the fact that, the target of these attacks are critical machines.
For example, storage and processing servers in the cloud computing environment
are prime targets, because at present corporate enterprises utilize cloud comput-
ing infrastructure for data to analyze, interpret and to make proactive decisions
to keep the business competitive [13]. Further, most of the storage and process-
ing servers in cloud computing infrastructure are comprised of Linux and Unix
based operating systems [14]. During operation, the patterns of any legitimate
or anomalous events in these operating systems are present at the kernel level
system call identifiers sequences. Each system call identifiers sequence repre-
sents the relation of activity resource consumption at the software level with the
time [15].

Detecting anomalous behavior in critical cloud servers has been observed to
be a serious problem for the cloud computing service providers, due to the fol-
lowing two major reasons: (i) During the last two decades, number of system
call identifiers based host intrusion detection systems are presented [16,17]. In
these systems the researchers suggested to log raw system call identifiers as data
source or spatial and domain knowledge based transformation of these identifiers
as features. The spatial transformation means that, the length, data values, fre-
quency and range of data values in a system call identifiers sequence [17], whereas
domain knowledge based transformations means, transforming a raw system call
identifier by considering its relation with activity purpose and resource. As the
traditional components of an intrusion detection system are data source, feature
construction and decision engine [16]. Critical cloud servers defense based on
just raw or spatial representation of system call identifiers may results in the
exclusion of other useful features in the final defense mechanism; and (ii) there
is a trend in hacking industry to learn the state of the art defense mechanism and
then design the attacks to break them [18]. In this regard, designing and devel-
oping cyber defense systems is observed to be an ongoing process [19]. Therefore,
depending on just one type of logs i.e. raw or spatial representation of system
call identifiers, can minimize the reliability factor.

In this paper, the two main contributions are as follows: (i) In order to
explore the new features in the theory of host based anomaly detection systems,
the short sequence raw system call identifiers are transformed into frequency
domain by applying sine and Fourier transformation, and (ii) To evaluate and
compare the capability of proposed frequency domain feature vectors as compre-
hensive reflection of normal activities including discrimination power for classi-
fying normal and attack feature vectors, different machine learning algorithms
as anomaly detection engine and recently released intrusion detection system
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data-set i.e. NGIDS-DS [20] are used. The considered machine learning algo-
rithms include, SVM with linear and radial base kernels, KNN and ELM.
Although anomaly intrusion detection is virtually a classical classification prob-
lem where there exist many powerful machine learning algorithms [21–23], our
focus is on the construction of new features as features play a critical role. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows: the literature review is given in Sect. 2;
the proposed work is given in Sect. 3; experimental results and discussion are
provided in Sect. 4; and the concluded remarks are given in Sect. 5.

2 Literature Review

In this section, the existing host based anomaly detection systems based on
system calls are analyzed and classified. The classification of these systems are
based on how the feature vectors are constructed by the spatial transformation
or domain knowledge based manipulation of raw system calls identification. For
instance, pioneer researchers of this domain utilized the raw short sequences of
system call identifiers as feature vectors [24]. Later, some researchers utilized the
spatial transformation of raw system call identifiers sequence i.e. considering just
most frequent, less frequent, maximum and minimum system call identifiers as
feature vector [16,17,25]. In addition some researchers have utilized the domain
knowledge to manipulate raw system call identifiers in order to construct feature
vectors for the host activities [26–28].

The raw short sequence of system call identifiers based host anomaly detec-
tion techniques build a model for the sub-sequences of the normal traces, and in
decision engine a test occurrence opposing considerably from the model estab-
lished will be reflected as abnormal. For example, in pioneer host intrusion
detection works by Forests [24,29], the feature matrix is constructed by slid-
ing window of fixed length across the normal traces and at decision engine a
trial trace comprising a percentage of mismatch away from a threshold is con-
sidered as abnormal. Tackling the long traces, Kosoresow et al. modified the
look-ahead algorithms by calculating the divergences within small, fixed-length
sectors of the traces [30]. Furthermore, at decision engine of the short sequence
based techniques, statistical learning notions are widely adopted to predict the
behavior (normal or abnormal) by summarizing the intrinsic associations con-
cealed behind the normal traces. The example includes, artificial neural network
(ANN) [31,32], SVM [33], hidden Markov model (HMM) [34,35] and semantic
data mining [26].

In contrast with the raw short sequence of system call identifiers as features,
in [16,17,25] the spatial transformation of raw system call identifiers are pre-
sented to construct feature vectors for the host activities. For example, in [16,17]
a feature vector of a trace of the raw system call identifiers is constructed by
just considering most frequent, less frequent, minimum, maximum and even/odd
count of system call identifiers in terms of integer data. Similarly, in [25] for win-
dows operating system, the count of key dll calls is used to construct the feature
vectors of host activities. Moreover, in [26–28,36] the domain knowledge is con-
sidered to construct feature vectors by using system call identifiers. For example,
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in [27] the authors suggested the criteria for the selection of a few system calls to
conduct audit, which is based on attack domain knowledge. This approach has
considered only those system call identifiers, which are assumed to be involved
in privileged transition flows, during attack and normal behavioral scenarios.
Similarly, in [28] the traces of system call identifiers are suggested to be repre-
sented with eight kernel modules. Further, in [36], a model is presented based
on system calls arguments (i.e. execution path) and sequences incorporated with
clustering. The key characteristic is the consideration of different ways of using
a system call in a specific process as ingredient to construct a feature vector.

In the above discussion, it can be observed that, in order to ensure the
reliability of host defense by countering the current threats there is still a need
to investigate the novel and hidden features and as a addition in this work we
proposed the sine and Fourier transformation at the raw system call identifiers
to extract frequency domain features from host operating system. To the best of
our knowledge, this work can open a new way may to investigate the application
of frequency domain transformation to system call identifiers in building host
defense.

3 Proposed Work

In this section, the proposed work is elaborated in terms of training and testing
framework given in Fig. 1, for host based anomaly detection systems (HADS).
The key contribution is the application of sine and Fourier transformation in the
feature construction phase of the proposed HADS. At the feature construction
phase of the existing HADSs, the spatial and domain knowledge transforma-
tions have been applied, therefore it is intended to investigate the applicability
of sine and Fourier transformation as feature construction and later its impact in
detecting host anomalies. Further, for performance comparison, at the decision

Fig. 1. Proposed HADS framework
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engine of the proposed HADS different machine learning algorithms are config-
ured independently such as SVM, KNN and ELM.

An online HADS starts its operation by first logging the comprehensive data
from machines operating system. In the proposed HADS we are dealing with
Linux or UNIX based operating systems where the system calls calling are con-
sidered to be the comprehensive audit data [13] that can be logged in an online
manner as shown in Fig. 1. In addition most of the critical machines around
the globe are comprised of these operating systems [37]. Once the data unit is
logged, then a traditional HADS feature selection or construction mechanisms
are triggered [38]. In the proposed HADS, we adopted first time the sine and
Fourier transformation to transform the raw system call identifiers time domain
signal (i.e. shown in Fig. 2) into frequency domain signal by utilizing the scheme
in [39]. In order to log a unit data and to apply sine and Fourier transforma-
tion according to time, a sliding window with 1 s length is adopted i.e. each one
second signal of system call identifiers is transformed in to frequency domain.
Further, once the incoming system call identifier signal is transformed into the
frequency domain, the feature vector is constructed. The formal description of
the transformation process is elaborated as follows. First the input time domain
signal of system call identifiers in 1 s is represented with sine transformation that
is defined in Eq. (1). In Eq. (1), the variable x shows the system call identifier
and t = 1 to T and T can be 1 s.

Fig. 2. Time domain representation of system call identifier sequence with sine
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f(x) = sin(x)t (1)

For instance, the system call identifiers range is from 0 to 350 in considered
version of the kernel of the Linux operating system (i.e. Ubunto 14.04), however
this range can be vary depending the version of the kernel. The first 6 sys-
tem call identifiers sine transformation is elaborated in Fig. 2. In the frequency
transformation process, after sine conversion to input signal then the Fourier
transformation is applied on sine transformed signal that is defined in Eq. (2)
where for any real number ξ (i.e. the sine transformed values of system call iden-
tifiers), the independent variable x represents time (with SI unit of seconds) and
the transform variable ξ represents frequency (in hertz). In Fig. 3, the Fourier
transformation for the first 6 system call identifiers sine transformed signal is
shown. Further, in frequency transformation process, the Fourier transformed
components of the input signal are treated as the sequence or feature vector of
the host activity in one second. These feature vectors are further utilized to train
and test the adopted machine learning algorithms as anomaly detection engines
for the host. The decision engine of the proposed HADS is configured with three
machine learning algorithms respectively i.e. SVM, KNN and ELM. The pur-
pose is to evaluate the performance in terms of accuracy and error, of frequency
domain feature vectors in building normal profile and to classify anomalous fea-
ture vectors. The parameters of the selected machine learning algorithms which

Fig. 3. Fourier transformation of system call identifiers sine representation
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are empirically observed optimum are as follows. SVM (rbf) [16,17] is config-
ured with the parameters n = 10 (cross validation value), s = 0 (default type of
SVM), d = 5 (degree in kernel function) and rest all on default values. KNN [40]
is configured with k = 10 (e.g. k-fold cross validation). ELM [41] with number
of hidden neurons = 50, activation function = radbas, sigmoid, sin and all data
points of the feature matrix are normalized between the scale 1 and −1.

f(ξ) =
∫ ∞

−∞
f(x)e−2πξξ

dx (2)

Algorithm 1. Anomaly Detection: Training and Testing
Require: system call identifiers
Ensure: test sequence is normal or abnormal

Training
1:Sine transformation to input data using eq(1)
2:Fourier transformation to data collected from step 1 and using eq(2)
3:Train [SVM or KNN or ELM] ←− sequences from step 2
Testing
4: Repeat step 1 and 2 respectively
5: Predict a sequence as normal or abnormal ←− Trained [SVM or KNN or ELM]
6: Go to step 4 until the last test sequence
7: End

In order to automate the above discussed framework of proposed HADS,
Algorithm 1 is developed. In Algorithm 1, at the training, the normal or abnor-
mal input signal (i.e., in the case of experimenting with labeled host IDS data-
set) of system call identifiers are fragmented according to 1 s of sliding window
and transformed into the frequency domain as discussed above. The reason to
adopt 1 s length of sliding window is to extract frequency domain information
from short sequence of system calls while short sequence of system calls are
acknowledged as the good discriminator between normal and abnormal [24].
Further, the adopted machine learning algorithms are trained respectively with
input frequency domain feature vectors. In Algorithm1, at testing the trained
machine learning models can predict/classify the input test frequency domain
feature vector for normal or abnormal.

4 Experiments and Results

The proposed HADS given in Fig. 1 is evaluated using the criteria given in [16,
17]. The purpose of this section is to answer the following questions: (i) How
can the accuracy of the HADS be improved by employing frequency domain
transformation to system call identifiers? (ii) Is it possible to minimize the error
in detecting host anomalies while adopting frequency domain feature vectors
for the host activities? And (iii) what is the impact of host activities frequency
domain information in building normal profile and in detecting anomalies?

In our experiment we utilized three IDS data-sets namely, ADFA-LD [42],
KDD 98 [43], and NGIDS-DS [20]. ADFA-LD is a small data-set with fewer
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attacks and normal data collection, whereas KDD 98 is outdated in-terms of
modern attacks and normal computer activities foot prints. However, both these
data-sets are utilized to compare the performance of proposed Algorithm 1. The
training and testing traces of both these data-sets are acquired from [17]. Further,
the modern IDS data-set (i.e., NGIDS-DS) which is generated with the maximum
possible quality of realism, in the next generation cyber range infrastructure
of the Australian Centre for Cyber Security (ACCS) at the Australian Defence
Force Academy (ADFA), Canberra, which is designed according to the guidelines
provided in [44]. The key advantage of this infrastructure is the availability
of the IXIA Perfect Storm hardware. The combination of a network traffic-
generation appliance and virtual cyber range provides both legitimate traffic
and host-based connectivity. The IXIA Perfect Storm tool provides four major
capabilities. Firstly, it can produce a mixture of modern normal and unknown
abnormal cyber traffic. Secondly, it can generate the maximum number and type
of zero-day attacks with different dynamic behaviors based on packs that exploit
known Common Vulnerability Exposures (CVE). Thirdly, it can establish profiles
of the cyber traffic of multiple enterprises. Fourthly, it can generate ground
truth automatically. Moreover, the composition of all three data-sets is given in
Table 1, where roughly 1:5 training to testing ratio is adopted with normal data
as suggested in [38].

Table 1. Data-sets composition for training and testing Algorithm 1

Data-sets Normal training data Normal validation data Test attack data

NGIDS-DS records 17,758,345 71,033,389 1,262,426 records

ADFA-LD traces 833 4372 746

KDD 98 traces 1076 4305 465

The accuracy and error comparison of three machine learning algorithms
which are adopted in Algorithm1 for three data-sets, is given in Table 2. Accord-
ing to [16,17] DR is calculated at testing phase of the Algorithm 1 by dividing
the number of detected abnormal sequences to the total number of abnormal
sequences. Further, for FAR, first false positive and negative rates (i.e., FPR
and FNR) are calculated at the testing phase of Algorithm1 respectively. FPR
is calculated by dividing the detected normal sequences as abnormal to the total
number of normal attacks, whereas FNR is measured by dividing the number
of abnormal sequences detected as normal to the total number of abnormal
sequences. Lastly, the FAR is calculated as average joint error which is defined
as FAR = FNR + FPR/2.

It can be observed from Table 2 that, by transforming the raw system call
identifiers sequences into frequency domain have significant impact on the accu-
racy of proposed HADS. For instance, there is a significant increase in the DR
and decrease in the FAR at each machine learning algorithm using frequency
transformed sequences. The major reason for this accuracy improvement is in
fact the extraction of hidden features (i.e., frequency of amplitudes in a time)
from the raw system call identifiers and then the inclusion of these features as
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Table 2. Accuracy and error comparison of system call identifiers raw and frequency
domain sequences with multiple data-sets

Data-sets Algorithms Raw Transformed

DR% FAR% FNR% FPR% DR% FAR% FNR% FPR%

NGIDS-DS SVM(rbf) 5 50 99 0.2 7.2 49 99 0.2

KNN 8 50 99 0.6 10.5 48 99 0.5

ELM 75 19 18 21 81 14 13 15

ADFA-LD SVM(rbf) 70 20 30 10 75 17 26 9

KNN 60 20 39.2 2 67 16.6 33 0.9

ELM 88 17 12 23.7 95 11.47 5 16

KDD 98 SVM(rbf) 44 55 57 52 61 46 30 61.8

KNN 34 68 65.1 70 48 53 52 49.7

ELM 91 5 8.09 3 97 2 3 0.56

pre-classification assistance to machine learning algorithms. Also, all three algo-
rithms performances are low upon NGIDS-DS data-set. The reasons behind this
fact are: (i) both ADFA-LD depicts less complex data-set with small number of
attacks and normal activities footprints; (ii) Kdd 98 is outdated and less com-
plex, with inclusion of small number of high foot print attacks and differentiable
normal computer activities reflection; and (iii) NGIDS-DS is complex data-set
with inclusion of huge number of modern low foot print attacks and normal
computer activities [13].

Further, it can be observe from Fig. 4 and Table 2 that, SVM and KNN
performances are low as compared to ELM upon NGIDS-DS. The reasons for
this aspect are as follows: (i) As the data-set NGIDS-DS [20] is recently released
and it reflects modern sophisticated ways of conducting attacks that constitutes
low foot print upon host logs i.e., system call identifier sequences of the processes.
Due to this, in the data set the normal to attack records ratio is about 90:1.
Hence, it is observed complex for SVM and KNN to distinguish the data points
in two classes where the one class is the majority class [45,46]; (ii) system call
identifiers sequence actually represents any type of activity (e.g. legitimate or
illegal) that occurred at the host but from machine learning classifier point
of view it constitutes a high similarity between the data points for normal and
attack sequences. Hence it is challenging for the selected SVM and KNN versions
to distinguish the sequences or vectors having similar data values [45,46]; (iii)
in ELM, a single hidden layer feed-forward NN selects randomly hidden layers
and determine the output weight (e.g. weight times feature vectors) for fitting
the target output about any feature vector in a feature matrix. The hidden
layers do not need to be tuned iteratively as compared to traditional ANN and
the activation functions are adoptable [41] and (iv) in ELM, the data points of a
feature vector are transformed into another domain or extended dimension using
activation functions as kernels such as sigmoid, sin, and raidbas. As a result,
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Fig. 4. Using latest IDS data-set (NGIDS-DS), raw and frequency transformed sys-
tem call identifiers sequences comparison with multiple machine learning algorithms in
terms of anomaly detection accuracy and error via ROC curves

ELM classifier is able to discriminate between the feature vectors of different
classes by learning the natural hidden patterns which are not visible with the
data points in raw domain [47].

5 Conclusion

It is vital to protect machines operating systems in the current and future era
of cyber threats, where attacks saturation power is observed able to penetrate
the network defense zones. To deal with this, an anomaly detection mechanism
for cloud servers is proposed and investigated in this paper. In the proposed
host based anomaly detection system, first, the audit data from LINUX/UNIX
based cloud servers (i.e., system call identifiers) is transformed into frequency
domain by sine and Fourier transformation from time domain, in order to extract
frequency domain feature vectors of running activities at the host. Second, dif-
ferent machine learning algorithms are trained and tested with these frequency
domain feature vectors as anomaly detection engine. Results, demonstrate that,
these frequency domain features of host activities identification, are capable of
detecting host anomalies with minimum error. In future, it is intended to trans-
form the other types of audit data from machines such as CPU power and mem-
ory consumption, in order to design more reliable anomaly detection system for
machines operating system.
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